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CHERRY MA 6.0 UNI USB

Brand : CHERRY Product code: JA-0850

Product name : MA 6.0 UNI USB

- Extremely stable microphone arm made of aluminum in classic black with table clamp (up to 60 mm)
- Swivel arm allows set-up at any angle
- Built-in USB hub with two ports (5V/2A) provides connectivity for multiple USB devices
- 2.5 m USB cable integrated
- 3/8" threaded connector with extra 3/8"-to-5/8" adapter included
- Maximum load of up to 800 g
Microphone arm with integrated USB hub

CHERRY MA 6.0 UNI USB:

A microphone arm provides you with the space necessary to be able to speak into the microphone while
actively using the mouse and/or keyboard. For this reason, the MA 6.0 UNI USB is especially
recommended for live streams, gaming videos or video conferences. It is made entirely of aluminum and
can be conveniently attached via a table clamp. Thanks to its joints, the microphone holder can be easily
adjusted and the microphone optimally positioned.
CHERRY MA 6.0 UNI USB. Product type: Desk stand, Brand compatibility: Cherry, Product colour: Black.
Weight: 800 g

Features

Product type * Desk stand
Brand compatibility * Cherry
Product colour Black
Cable length 2.5 m

Features

Connecting thread 3/8 & 5/8
Material Aluminium
Quantity 1

Weight & dimensions

Weight 800 g
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